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Maga Morgana 

"Designer Clothes"

This is the best place to shop for exquisite creations in silk and velvet. The

clothes range from casual to formal wear along with a few bridal

garments. Antique lace embroidered wedding dresses can be ordered

here. Maga Morgana is owned by Luciana Lannace who is an ace with the

needle. Her designs are top-notch and the fall of her garments are

flattering to the human form. Pick up a few items and styles from here to

add to your party collection. You can ask the friendly staff to you choose

too.

 +39 06 687 9995  Via del Governo Vecchio 27, Rome
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UPIM 

"A Massive Convenience Store"

This is a branch of one of the first chains of large Italian department

stores, offering a pleasant interior and a wide choice of goods. There is

clothing for all the family at low prices. The choice of accessories and the

perfumery items are also wide-ranging. Major displays reflect the time of

the year so toys and gifts are clearly apparent towards Christmas, school

items are displayed towards September, and swimming costumes can be

seen around mid-Spring.

 +39 06 446 5579  www.upim.it/  Via Vincenzo Gioberti 64, Rome

La Rinascente 

"Everything For Everyone"

La Rinascente is one of the most famous Italian department stores and

offers goods of excellent quality. Moreover, the interior is elegant and

pleasant and time passes quickly as you browse around the various

departments. Everything is set out intelligently as you seem to move from

one small boutique to another. One of the most carefully looked-after

departments is the furnishings section: the shelves and stands offer all

you need to furnish your house with taste. The clothing department offers

a wide choice of underwear in a variety of colors and materials. The

perfumery is very attractive and offers brands such as Deborah, Corolle,

Shiseido and Lancaster. If you want a rest or something to eat, there is a

snack bar and a coffee shop.

 +39 06 884 1231  www.rinascente.it/rinasce

nte/en/store/78/rome/

 servizio.clienti@rinascente.

it

 Piazza Fiume 1, Rome
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Oviesse 

"Inexpensive, Quality Clothing"

Oviesse is a large department store with good deals on high quality

clothing for men, women and children. They also have leather goods,

costume jewelry and perfume sections. There are some great bargains to

be had in the clothes department. The articles on offer are always

fashionable and for anyone who wants to change their look continually

without spending too much, this is a good place to start.

 +39 06 556 0607  Piazzale della Radio 74, Rome
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